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ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine the effectiveness of teacher’s corrective feedback based on students reflective journal in the learning of dynamic fluids. The research method employed an experimental method with quasi-experimental nonequivalent control group design. The sample of eleventh grade of public senior high school SMAN 8 Pontianak consist of the XI-4 class as experimental group and the XI-3 class as control group were drawn by using intact group random sampling technique. The achievement test consists of 25 multiple choice questions embracing factual, conceptual, and procedural knowledge was administered. After manipulating the treatment, it is concluded that the average of achievement of experimental group (64.27) and control group (52.13) were significant difference (p < 0.05). In addition, the extent of effectiveness of the treatment was in high category (ES = 1.02). The treatment should be provided to increase students’ learning outcomes of any teaching-learning materials.

INTRODUCTION
Writing is work that deals with writing, expresses itself, conveys thoughts, gets feedback, and improves thinking [1] [2]. Simply stated, writing is a way to communicate through writing. The ability to write and read is an important learning activity to achieve scientific literacy which is the main target in the school environment [3] [4] [5]. Writing and reading are very important because they can make science lessons meaningful [6], develop critical thinking skills [7], and increase students’ metacognitive knowledge [8]; influence brain development especially in parts that regulate important cognitive processes [9], has a positive effect on reading interest [10], and is assumed as a key for student success [11] [12] [13]. Although many science school teachers realize that more and more hands-on activities are not the solution to unsatisfactory science literacy [14], however, practical efforts to enhance students’ reading and writing are neglected areas in science curricula [10] [15] [16].

A journal is one of four forms of personal writing that can be read by others [17]. Reflection is assessing oneself about strength, weakness, skill, problem, achievement, happiness, and solution [18]. In this study, reflective journal is a personal (informal) writing that is made by students and is self-assessing after students follow the learning process in class. Reflections expressed in journals can improve
learning outcomes [19] [20] [21], and can improve intrapersonal intelligence. Writing reflective journal does not mean writing carelessly about what is happening and what is felt, but must have a clear line of thinking, with evidence or examples as illustrations of things that are reflected and use analytical approaches [22]. In education, reflective writing encourages students to think about what has been learned and how it is learned [23], namely things that are done or not done as students in terms of how to learn [24]. Al-Rawahi and Al-Balushi argued that journal writing makes students think in several cognitive processes, such as predictions, brainstorming, reflection, and asking questions [19]. Writing reflective journal can improve learning outcomes because students set their own learning strategies (self-regulated learners), monitor their own understanding to find, and overcome learning difficulties. The journal also helps students improve their practicum skills in two specific ways, namely: documenting experiences, and analytical practices by thinking of questions related to their laboratory experience [25].

Based on the information or clues written in the journal, teacher could provide the appropriate feedback. Feedback is information provided by someone (teacher) related to student performance or understanding [26]. There are two types of feedback, namely oral and written. Oral feedback can be done directly in learning, while written feedback tends to be done after learning. Feedback is very necessary so students know where the error is and then try to fix it [27]. Kluger and DeNisi meta-analyzes the effects of various aspects of feedback on student performance and found that all types of feedback improve student performance, except dropping feedback [26]. In addition, the corrective feedback provided by the teacher could increase higher student achievement than other types of feedback with the effect size of 1.13 in high category [26].

In this study, the feedback provided is corrective feedback. Corrective feedback is more appropriate given by the experienced teacher than by his/her own friends. It should be provided in an implicit way and must be clear so that the students are not shy. Selçuk et al. confirmed that learning strategies modeled explicitly by teacher could improve learning outcomes, attitudes, and learning motivation [28]. Students who get corrective feedback from the teacher get a higher score and corrective feedback is an essential aspect of learning [28] [29]. Cengiz and Karataş concluded that there are significant differences in the pre-service science teacher's pretest and posttest scores after writing reflective journals accompanied by feedback [30]. Students from different domains of knowledge showed the improvement in their learning outcomes regarding in self-reflection. Unfortunately, according to Lew and Schmidt, most of the first-level students in higher education are lack of experience in self-reflection [31]. Therefore, teachers in schools should do convince that corrective feedback, writing a reflective journal and self-awareness are vital factors in upgrading the students’ learning outcomes.

The ability of students in Indonesia in writing and reading is still low [32]. This empirical fact is also supported from the PISA that revealed Indonesia on average ranked 62 out of 70 countries in terms of science, reading, and mathematics with scores of 403, 397, and 386 respectively. These capabilities are far below the average compared to other countries surveyed [33]. PISA also suggested a policy action which has to undertaken by the Indonesian government for improving the educational quality is to strengthen teacher subject matter competencies through stronger quality control at teacher training [33].

One of the essential subject matters of physics in schools is dynamic fluids. According to Walker, fluids are the basis of hydraulic engineering that is applied in a great many fields [34]. Unfortunately, a huge amount of students do not master, misunderstanding, disinterested, and lack of competencies about the topic. The results showed that high school students' scientific literacy on fluid dynamics materials in many schools in Indonesia were in the low category [35]. To increase students’ achievement, for instance, Sabariaish, Jamzuri, & Rahmasari applied the Snowball Throwing Model [36]. A practicum setfor laboratory was developed to improve students’ scientific process skills and learning outcomes [37]. Jeliana et al. developed the teaching material on dynamic fluids based on scientific inquiry [38]. Mundilarto et al. applied the outdoor learning model through fieldwork to improve students’ achievement in dynamic fluids [39].
In the context of this study, based on interviews with the teacher, students’ negative learning symptoms of the 11th grade of public senior high school SMAN 8 Pontianak occurred while learning physics especially fluids before. Most of them lacked independence and confidence about the subject matters they learned, feeling disinterested when learning the materials, and quickly forgetting the essential concept and principles they have learned. The success of rate in academic achievement of this topic do not reach the minimum standard of passing rate (KKM) i.e 75 % per class. The percentage of classes with passing rate less than 75 % is still quite low. The empirical learning problems become a focus he handled. In addition, he also confirmed that corrective feedback and reflective journal are rarely to apply in the learning of physics including dynamic fluids.

Although efforts to upgrade learning outcomes in the learning of dynamic fluids and the teachers’ corrective feedback and reflective journal had been separately conducted in some previous investigations, however, only a few studies that integrating corrective feedback based on reflective journal with teaching learning models usually applied in their classes. Most teachers sometimes neglected these forceful learning activities. In addition, which teaching method effective in the learning environment, even with decades of research, has not yet to be resolved [40]. This study aimed to assess the extent of effectiveness of corrective feedback based on a reflective journal on learning outcomes of dynamic fluids of eleventh class students of public senior high school in Pontianak.

METHOD

The research method employed a quasi-experimental method with pre-posttest nonequivalent control group design [41]. The target population of this research was the 11th grade students (15 until 17 years old) of public senior high school of SMAN 8 Pontianak, West Kalimantan, Indonesia (N= 147) enrolled in the academic year 2018/2019. The entire students have never been instructed on materials of the dynamic fluids before. The sample consists of the XI-4 class as the experimental group (33 students) and the XI-3 class as the control group (35 students) were drawn by using the intact group random sampling technique.

The independent variable was treatments that applied to the two groups. The treatments reflected the research questions. Integrating teachers’ corrective feedback based on the journal students wrote with a direct instruction model in the learning of dynamic fluids was treatment applied to the experimental group. The only direct instruction model applied in the learning of dynamic fluids was treatment was applied to the control group.

The students’ reflective journal in this investigation was modified from the reflective journal writing model developed by Al-Rawahi & Al-Balushi [19]. In this study, the structure of students’ reflective journal exposed in a specific book of a homework assignment that regarding; (1) the teacher’s learning objectives that he/she could achieve after the instruction; (2) the explained subject matters that are unintelligible or unplausible; (3) the individual solutions of homework exercises the teacher assigned; (4) the exercise items are assumed difficult to solve and the causes as well; and (5) the comments or suggestions for teachers to improve his/her teaching-learning process. Based on the things expressed explicitly in the students’ reflective journals, the corrective feedback provided. The types of corrective feedbacks regarding the comments, reexplanation, correct solution provided individually in the book of a homework assignment, and/or classically in front of the class before, during, or after the instruction. The dependent variable was the overall (average) score on pre-and posttest of students’ achievement of dynamic fluids.

Their instrument administered in this study is the pretest and postttest achievement tests that are equivalent. A lecturer and two physics teachers are asked to judge firstly the compliance with indicators with items, appropriateness of aspects covered in the blueprint, the clarity of sentences (words) of the items. It is found that the coefficient Cronbach Alpha of content and construct validity is 0.82 (in satisfactory category). The revisions of the achievement tests were performed based on the expert comments and suggestions. The content of the subject matters was Continuity’s principle and the
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application of Bernoulli’s principle. The 25 items multiple-choice achievement test consists of 4 items of factual knowledge, 13 items of conceptual knowledge, and 8 items of procedural knowledge. The empirical reliability of the test assessed by using the correlation of point-biserial reliability was 0.76 (in sufficient category).

The students who were absent during administering on pre- and posttest were excluded from data analysis. Due to the data were normally distributed, the parametric statistics should be used. Comparisons (t-test, $p < 0.05$) made between the two groups showed a significant difference in the scores of students’ dynamic fluids. The extent of effectiveness of the teachers’ corrective feedback based on journal students written was assessed by using the Effect Size [42], namely $ES = \frac{\text{difference between the means, } M_1 - M_2}{\text{standard deviation of either}}$.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Pretest

Scores (interval data) gathered from the two groups was analyzed by parametric t-test. Pretesting concluded that there was no significant difference of average of academic achievement of dynamic fluids between experimental groups and control group ($t = 0.93$, $\text{sig} = 0.771$, $p > 0.05$) as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27.07</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27.73</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result concluded that there are no significant differences in students’ academic achievement of dynamic fluids between the two groups before treatment. It means that students’ achievement before manipulating the treatment is not significantly different.

Posttest

The result revealed that there are significant differences in students’ academic achievement of dynamic fluids after manipulating the treatment as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>64.27</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.59*</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>52.13</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant at the 0.05 level

By using Cohen’s formula of effect size, the analysis found that the extent of effectiveness of teachers’ corrective feedback based on the journal on dynamic fluids achievement is 1.02 (in high category).

There are three domains of knowledge developed in the achievement test of dynamic fluids in this study, they are; factual, conceptual, and procedural knowledge. Those domains of knowledge in compliance with the aims of the curriculum 2013 presently implemented in Indonesia. It is acknowledged that after having received the teaching-learning processes of physics, senior high school students should acquire four dimensions of basic knowledge in standard competencies, they are; factual knowledge, conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge, and metacognitive knowledge [5].
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Simply stated, factual knowledges seek recall information from textbook or various sources. Conceptual knowledge ask students to describe the factual information and to become aware of the relationships between the elements of a larger structure. Procedural knowledge assess the learners’ ability to choose from well-established methods and select the most appropriate algorithm, technique, or criteria based on the particular situation. Finally, metacognitive knowledge ask learners to reflect on experiences and identify possible areas of improvement. According to the result of investigation, the reflective journal students’s written in this study could increase self-awareness as an essential factor of metacognitive knowledge [19].

This study found that averages of pretest between experimental group (27.73) and control group (27.07) were not a significant difference. The mean of the postest of the experiment group (64.27) was higher than the control group (52.13). It means that the gain scores are 37.20 for the experimental group and the amount of 24.40 for the control group. However, it is not surprising that the students’ learning outcomes were still low. According to the theoretical views and findings of numerous studies, learning outcome is related to the interest [43] [44]. Woolfolk argued “this is not always an easy or even a desirable strategy; there are times when students must master basic skills that hold no intrinsic interest for them” [44].

Through the use of a survey of 191 students of the early years of secondary school. The identified influential factors which cause students to be interested or disinterested in physics, they are: (1) one reason that so many people have such a lack of familiarity with physics is the fact that very few people ever actually take a physics course; (2) another possibility for the small number students enrolling in physics classes is the means by which most high schools arrange their science program. Many high school students regarded physics as ‘the most difficult science’. Therefore, they would decide not to take physics in place of a less difficult elective and would simply not be in science long enough to take a physics course; (3) Most other high school science courses rely on a large amount of memorization. Physics, on the other hand, deals more with quantitative skills and connections or relationships between concepts. The students who have done well in other science courses could possibly go into a physics course with the same mentality that was previously successful. Those students could then become frustrated the “methods” that work for biology or chemistry do not work for physics; (4) Finally, many students do not take a physics course because they are admittedly worried about struggling with the class or even failing the class because of the extreme level of difficulty that they associate with physics. Related to the interest, Haussler et al. explained that interest is understood as a trait of the individual, i.e. as an enduring preference for a particular field of knowledge or action (known as individual or personal interest) [45]. In addition, interest is interpreted as a state that is related to the specific appeal of a given situation (known as situational interest or interestingness. Furthermore, personal interest (personal interest) is specific to individuals, develops slowly, and tends to have a long-term effect on one’s knowledge and values. Whereas situational interest (situational interest) is spontaneous, fleeting, and may only have a short-term effect on individual knowledge and values [46].

Lavonen et al. argue that teachers can seek changes in situational interests for the personal interests of students by selecting content, context, and teaching methods [47]. Therefore, it is important for a teacher or lecturer to know the content (content), context, and interests of students. It can be summarized that interest can be seen as an integrated component of psychological, social, and physical factors that are interrelated in a particular learning situation, including in the learning of dynamic fluids. To make the teaching and learning materials could be interesting, Schraw, Flowerdwy, and Lehman suggested that teachers should encourage pupils to be active and motivated learners and provide relevance cues or feedback for pupils [46]. Kelly argued that a lack of student interest and motivation can be quite a challenge for teachers to combat [48]. She noted that incentives, rewards, corrective feedback can motivate students to engage while achieving the expected learning outcomes. When students are involved in actively in learning activities, the information being taught can acquire more meaning and spark more interest.

The analysis found that the extent of the effectiveness of teachers’ corrective feedback based on the journal on dynamic fluids achievement is 1.02. It showed that instruction integrated with corrective
feedback based on reflective journal has high effectiveness in improving student learning outcomes compared to the conventional model. Cengiz and Karataş concluded that there were significant differences in the pre-service science teacher’s pretest and posttest scores after writing reflective journals accompanied by feedback [30]. In contrast, Lew and Schmidt asserted that there was no significant increase in test scores [31]. The reasons are teachers rarely provide feedback and students are less experienced in self-reflection as well. Even more, most of the first level students in higher education are inexperienced in self-reflection regarding the better ways for learning [31]. On the contrary, Selfe et al. declared that students’ reflective journal was not highly contributed to raising the gifted students’ achievement [31]. They assumed that it just assisted them to develop their abstract thinking skills and to conceptualize the technical strategy in case of writing activity and problem-solving as well. They become easier to develop a definition personally that more intelligible than the textbook technical definitions mentioned.

The result found that there a significant difference in students’ academic achievement of dynamic fluids after the manipulating of the treatments between groups. It can be concluded that there is a significant relationship between good learning habits and students’ achievement in physics. The students who always do the homework tasks and write the reflective journal could be assumed as good learning habits. The explicit corrective feedbacks i.e. comments, suggestions, the improved solutions the teacher provided individually and/or classically could improve the students’ outcomes [49]. According to Alcantara and Roleda, feedback is very necessary so that students know the location of their mistakes and then try to fix them [27].

Fig 1. The Exemplars of Corrective Feedback of the Solution on Students’ Reflective Journals
Here we exposed the only one exemplar of teacher’s corrective feedbacks regarding the solution of a word problem used the procedural knowledge (written in red color) as shown in Figure 1. As seen in Figure 1, after the treatment in Reflective Journal 1, 2, and 3, it is confirmed the ability to solve word problems in dynamic fluids in the experimental group is significantly different from the control group. It means that the teacher’s corrective feedback relating to the correct solution regarding using the procedural knowledge to solve the word problems is one of the determinant factors to increase the learning outcomes. The students who received appropriately corrective feedback will show better performances than the unreceived. It can make students more independent, self-confident, self-regulated, and have good self-efficacy in learning [29]. Feedback and opportunity for reflection are also cited as powerful writing features that support learning. The "systematic reflection,” a specific set of journal-keeping techniques that have been found useful in helping teachers take control of their own professional development. Thus, it is confirmed that the integration corrective feedback with reflective journal potentially contributed to the students’ performances.

Rivard’s study summarised that they are two writing strategies commonly employed in science learning, namely; expository writing and expressive writing, or the combination of these two writing modes [50]. Expository writing includes tasks like note-taking, summarizing, and analyzing, whereas expressive writing is the informal kind of writing associated with journals and diaries. Thus, reflective journal as adopted in this study is one type of expressive writings. The act of writing requires students to gather, organize, and formulate old and new knowledge and record their ideas. Writing, thus, provides a method for recording or eliciting students’ thoughts [13]. Swinson confirmed the use of writing as an aid for teaching and learning that is supported by the results of cognitive research and described briefly as below [51].

**Writing is a strategy for eliciting preconceptions**
The act of writing requires students to gather, organize, and formulate old and new knowledge and record their ideas. Writing, thus, provides a method for recording or eliciting students’ thoughts [15] [52]. Mason argued that what is going on inside students’ heads is endemic to teaching [51]. When discussing preconceptions, Postner et al. suggested that new information is fitted or assimilated into an existing cognitive structure [53]. As they put it, what students learn and what they are capable of learning depends on the mental models each of them has developed. Sometimes student’s preconceptions are inaccurate, hence they have misconceptions and these do not offer a sound basis for the construction of new knowledge. It is important to realize that many approaches to instruction fail to correct misconceptions, for if new knowledge is presented while the misconceptions still exist, effective learning may not take place. It is obvious then that when previously learned knowledge is inaccurate, the goal of instruction must first be corrected the misconception by modifying the schema concerned and then, and only then, introduce the new information [51].

**Writing as a diagnostic tool**
Classroom research supported the use of writing prompts for classroom diagnosis. These prompts are statements developed by the teacher and used to solicit a written response from the student. Examples of phrases that can be used to create writing prompts are:

- In your own words, describe why ....
- Explain the process you used to ....
- In your own words, define ....
- Explain the errors you made in solving the problem of ....

These prompts can be used at any stage during the lesson. Used before teaching begins, the prompts enable the teacher to determine the misconceptions being brought to the lesson. Used during the lesson, they help clarify ideas and indicate when understanding is inaccurate. Used at the end of a lesson, they enable the teacher to assess the level of understanding achieved, identify inaccuracies and direct the planning of the next lesson.

**Writing as a knowledge construction**
Teacher and text are an essential source of information which may be used to construct new knowledge. Opportunities need to be provided that allow students to actively use and explore information in order
to understand it. During these interaction activities, the students’ existing knowledge structures undergo modification to accommodate the new information resulting in the creation of new knowledge [53]. A student who is actively building connections between what is being learned and what is already known is creating new knowledge. However, the mere memorization information obtained from the teacher or the textbooks doesn’t constitute effective learning. Learning can be thought of as the change from knowing what to knowing how and our ability to remember depends on the nature of the information we have previously acquired and how the information is linked to it. Those who are efficient at constructing new knowledge acquire an understanding that is more general than memorization of specific steps or facts and this was often achieved by engaging in a process of self-explanation. Writing activities should be used on a regular basis two or three times each week if they are to be effective [54]. Simply stated, making notes of graphic post organizers as a knowledge construction and consequently could upgrade the quality of science instruction.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Based on data analysis, it is concluded that instruction integrated with corrective feedback based on reflective journals highly contributed to students’ learning outcomes. To enhance students’ learning outcomes, teachers should provide appropriate corrective feedback in accordance with any types of students’ writing activities. Teachers are suggested to cultivate self-awareness and self-regulated through writing a reflective journals as a means for developing metacognitive knowledge. Using students’ interest and self-concept as the covariate variables in the analysis of experimental design might be a potential focus in the future study.
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